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Pt a a g · n da

1

A full time publicity officer be appoint ed , with responsibilit~lfor t~~u~~g
statements on a national leve l, appointing local P.~·?s.to han e pu tcL_Y
in the provincial press and t o have overall responstb~~~~Nf~~T~~~~lM~~~:
letters.
RGSCOHMON

A full time Publicity Officer for Sinn Fein without any other positions
in Sinn Fein, be appointed to answer criticisms made in newspa pers, and
particularly the various left-wing journals, as well as carrying out the
normal role of a Publicity Officer.
CUMANN ROBERT EMMET

2

TYRO ~

3

That greater emphasis be placed on public relations and press publicity and
that a member of the Coiste Seas t a be given responsibility for this work.
Cill!ANN DICK McKEE. FINGLAS
For more intensified education of the majority of the working class in
Northern Ireland with the setting up of a committee based on the same
lines as a Comhairle Ceanntar for PRO's (to iron out prPss statements ect).
CilltAN!Ii HENRY ~iNR0E

5
6

7

That the Republican Movement at home and abroad make an all-out arive to
countera c t the pro-Establishment propaganda, and make our vi ews known to
the general public.
WILLI AM C'PR REP. CLUB
BALI. ~· JRPHY
That a central information bureau should be set up to gath r and keep information on all struggles in which we have been involved, i.e. ground rents,
fisheries, etc., and to have this information available to our local bulletins
and memb e rs only, so that we can keep the people m0re informed of the struggles in which we are involved.
CUHANN JACKIE GR TFFITH A/CLIATH

That a propaganda campaign on the Movement and its policies be launched
from Headquarters in the form of one leaflet each month to each club,
this in turn to be duplicated and distributed throughout their areas.
JOE BAXTER REP.CLUB
CO. Dl1WN

8

That in order to counteract British Army propaganda in the news media, a
stronger propa ga nda machine than the present one be built, not only on a
national level but also on an international level.
OLIVER CRAVEN REP.CLUB
CO.DOWN

9

That Official Republican policy be more regularly published in al l the
available media.
CO~IAIRLE CEANNTAR
CIARRAI THEAS

10

Th a t the incoming Ard Comhairle implemen t the decision of the 1971 Ard
Fheis, re establishment of Workers Radio throughout the 32 Counties.
WILLIAM ORR REP. CLUB
BALLnnJRl' IIY

1

21

That all republicans come t oget her in the fight against t~e common enemy .
In order to achieve this al l bickering must cease between bo th factio ns
of Sinn Fein.
The se petty arguments not onl y waste val uable t ime and
energy, they play into the han ds of our enemies a s we l l .
So l e t us Officials take the fir st step on t he ro ad to i nt ernal un i ty by ref using to
take part in any fur t her sl agg ing matche s aga i nst Pr ove s.
CUMANN RICHARD GOSS
WICKLOW

22

That the Movemen t should recognise the emergence of ' new' middle cl ass
politics who are t ry ing to woo wo r king cla ss people on a 'pa c ifis t ' basis ,
and we should expose these people to the working class, di r ecting propaganda against them .
GEORGE PLANT REP . 1 aLUB
LRt~· .ANDER SONSTOWN

Lo c a I

23
•

-

Go v t .

the Ard Comhairle resolution at last year's Ard Fheis clearly identified the proposed re-organisation of Local Government in both t he Six and
Twenty- Six countie s as an a t tack on t he very principle of local democracy.
During the last year with the introduction of Direct Rule in the North and
the Common Market Community Bill in the South, Local Government re-organisation r epre s ents a fur ther erosion of the Irish peoples' power to control
or even i nf l uence their own affairs.
.

.FM
In both parts of the coun t ry the ma jor func~ions of local governmen t ranging from hou s i ng, transport to health and welfare services - are in the
process of be i ng removed from the control of an already greatly reduced number of l ocal authorities (27 District Coun~ils will remain in the North and
only an amend ed County Council structure will survive in the South).
The
various functions of local government are now being regionalised without
any corresponding creation of local, democratic regional structures to control and administer them.
In this the po litical thinking of the Brit i sh and Dublin Governments
is identical and is in direct opposition to the Sinn Fein pol i cy of plac i ng
the control of loca l government in t he hands of those aff e cted by its exerclse , i.e. into the hands of the peop l e .
While the di smantli ng of local democ racy ha s be en more piecemeal in
the South, it is in ~ny ways in advance of the No rth.
Fi anna Fail h as
already taken steps t owa rds setting up t he und emocrat i a lte rnatives to l oc al control.
The nine regional pl ~nn ing boards for example are emegging a s
the real focus of new planning and development already beyond the control
of the proposed new countJ authorities.
The region health boards in t he
South are now ove r a year old , while the organisation of loca l gover nment
services in the Nor th has been pos t poned until October 1973.
While Housing has be en centr alised i n the North t he nublin Government's
Paper leaves open the possib i l ities of similar developments in the
South.

~ite

In Ireland Local Governmen t expenditure totals some £400 mi ll i on representing 18.5% of the Irish G.N.P., and over 100,000 peopl e are emp l oyed
directly and indir ectly in Local Governmen t services.
As such Lo ca l Government is one of our major indus t ries.

3

That a Publicity Campaign wi tb the a ia of increaaina
on a national level , through well ieaisued poat e r a.

12

aalea b co
nc
COUNTESS MAlUU!!viCZ

SLIGO .

(a) That the Repub lican Movement .. t up a Ftlma Producing Committee, to undertake «!he maki ng of documen tary films on var i.us a1pecta of exploitation in
I r eland (e . g , housing speculation, redundancies, tourist industry, exploitation of young, . Gael tacht e tc). (b) In explaining their content these short
films must have a correc t soe i aliet l i ne and mus t be a major part of our propaganda methods in the face of capit li s t i e medi a- RTE, BBC etc); (c) That
this films commi ttee be seen to be as impor t an t as Repsol and the United Iriahman as a means of propaganda for the Movement's theory and policies.
REP. CLUB

3

1t

U~o.C.G.

More literature ehould be a i med at enl igh tenibg the Proteatant vorkin1-c1aae
in Ireland , par t i cularly in the North.
CUMANN GEORGE PLANT
ENNIS CO. C'LAitE

A ma s s projec t should be got under way to ge t out pilicies cross to the
Prot e stan t peop l e .
SEAMUS BURNS REP.CLUB
CLONARD
That Republi can literature be printed in forei gn l anguages, so that our propaganda
. .y be mor wi dely read and apprec i a t ed abroad .
WOLFE TONE R!P. CLUB ELFA~
That policy statements be issued each month.
One side of theee statement
to be blank, where blubs c an fill in details of local activities and advertiae its presence.
CO. DERRY EXEC. REP. CLUBS

17 That more discreti on be uaed in the compiling of

and i1suing of statemente.
ctMlM.BA.IRLE CEANNT

CIAUAI THUS

18

That the phr se "Irish people" be not uaed i n Rept~:blican Publication
it be replaced by the phuae "Wor kers and Small Fa
n".

lt

Tbat Sinn Fein publications and statement• bould avoid the uae of t
which are open to mi a i nterpretation or distortion i n such a way •• to
a lienate the support of workers, ~1 1 agricul tura l producer
nd owner
manager of small busine s s es who fe ar the ea tab l i•~nt of an extreme
dic t atorial regime even les s democr t ic t han t he pr e ent government.
CUMANN LEON 0 MHUR HU

REP. CLUB

ut that

u.c.c.

CORCAIGR

!0

Tha t Sinn Fein, wh i l st pointing out t he dif f erence• between our e ves and
the Provi sional& , should use i ts' propaganda more int•l ligently to aeek to
win the ordinary rank and file pr ovo to the po i cy of our mjvement .
CUMANN

2

RANK RYAN

21

That all republicans come togethe r in the fight agains t t~e common enemy .
In order to achieve this all bi ckeri g must cea se between both faction s
of Sinn Fein.
The se pe tty argument s not on ly waste val uable time and
energy, they play into the hands of our enemies as wel l.
So let us Off icials take the fir st step on t he r oad to i nt ernal uni t y by ref using to
take part in any further slaggi ng matche s against Proves.
CUMANN RICHARD GOSS
WICKLOW

22

That the Movement should r ecogni se the emergence of 'new' middle class
politics who are t rying to woo wo r k ing class people on a 'p acifi st ' bas i s,
and we should expose these peopl e t o the working ·clas s, directing propaganda against them.
GEORGE PLANT REP. I(JLUB
LRr~.. ANDERSONSTOWN

.

Lo a 1

23

Gov t.

!he Ard Comha irle resolution at last year's Ard Fheis clearly identified the proposed r e-organisation of Local Governmen t in both the Six and
Twenty-Six counties as an at tack on the very principle of local democrac y .
During the last year with the introduction of Direct Rule in the No rth and
the Common Market Commun ity Bill in the South, Local Government re-organisation r epr es ents a f urther erosion of the Irish peoples' power to control
or even influence the ir own affairs.
In both parts of t he c oun t ry t he ma jor f unc~ion s of local gove r nment ranging f rom housing, transport to health and welfare services - are in the
process of being removed from the control of an already greatly reduced number of l ocal authorities (27 District Couneils will remain in the North and
only an amended County Council structure will survive in the South).
The
various function s of local government are now being regional i sed wi the t
any corresponding creation of local, democratic regional structures to control and adminis t er them.
In th i s the po litical thinking of the British and Dublin Governments
is identical and i s in direct opposition to the Sinn Fein pol i cy of plac ing
the control of loca l governmen t in the hands of those a ff ec ted by i ts exerci se, i . e. into the hands of the people.
While the dismantling of local democracy has been
r e pi ecemeal in
the South, it is in ~ny ways in advance of the North .
Fi anna Fail has
already taken steps t owards se tting up the undemocra tic alternati es to local control .
The ni ne reg "ona l planning boards for example are eme~ ging as
the real focus of new planning and development already beyond the cont r ol
of the proposed new countJ authorit ies.
The region health bo ard in the
South are now over a year old, while the organisation of local governmen t
services in the No rth has been postponed until October 1973.
~ile Rousing has been centrali s ed in the North t he . bli Government's
White Paper leaves open the possibilities of similar developmen s in the
South.

In Ireland Loca l Government expendi tu re tota ls some £400 mi llion representing 18.5% of the I rish G. N.P., and o er 100,000 peop l e are emp eyed
directly and indirec tly i n Local Government services.
As such Local Government is one of our major industries.

Sinn Fein, recognising Local
vernment as a
s
i
sees the proposed British/Fiann ·ail re-org · at
as be1ng
othe nationalisations and 'take-overs' e
need thro1ghout
try in general.
The reorganisatio is t us directly in line
long term aim of consolida ing and extending its control ove
economy.
Any possibility o
rish democratic control over th•s important industry is now being dismantled and control i~ being uuplaced "n tne hand of
a commercial-professional c ass unwilling and ~ncapablt ~ off ing any res istance to British Imperialtsn1.
Already the effects of this can be seen.
Rent stt~c ure ·n b th
parts of Ireland are being 'rationallsed' to bring it in line wit
British Conservative Party Econom·_ Rents Scheme.- At he same
Molloy in Dubl1n and ~4hitelaw 1n Belfast are ensuring that I ela
kept r'pe for property and land speculation by British and gombe
erests
In Hallow, Monagnan, Armagh and Ballymena, local hospital a
being down-graded leav'ng large areas deprived of immediate hospital and
casualty facili.ties.
Power and heating services to major housing areas throughout Ireland are being abandoned to private gas and oi l companies.
Ironically ·n !he North while the Local Government election will
be carried ou on a democratic basis for t~e first time the powe of the
Councils has already been removed.
The ~cRary reorganisation 1n denying democracy at a local level have side-stepped an n~llified manv of
the Civil Rights gains.
These r.hanges in the

true ure and control of focal
truggle and agit ion for the
ent.
:gainst the attempt to ·nsulate Irish local g
ccatic control, Sinn Fein must mobilise genuine democ tic ro
~s Tenants Asso-iations, Housing Action Committees
Trades C un ·
munity Groups and District Counctls against the proposed re-o
and dgainst the undemocratic regional boards already estab ·

cea i y define areas of

lhe politi s of these bo rds should be exposed and
1ng class mea u
disrupted and frustr ted.

e

Whi
the defeat of the Unio is Sectarian pa
pleted it is vit 1 ow that th Rep blican Movemen
d fen e o( worktng class interests "n the f1elds o
ou 1 ~
and I cal 'ndus cy, health and welfare and commun"ty f• •
achievtng of North-So~ h solidarity i working-cals deman
field sh ·ulrl be
major objective

By "ts very nature thi struggle sa 32 Count
ing resistance to British enetratiol and co trol o
Iri h ol 't"c •
The g~ip of British comme cial an
formali l by th proposed Lo_al Government re •rganisati
enged and fought at v ry le el by the R publ·can

2

That (a) a practical and up t o date guide for the operation of a Loca l Government Election campaign i n urb an and rur al areas be i ssued; (b) That our Local
Government policy be fi nal i sed before t he end of Januarv.
CUMANN DI CK McKEE. FINGLAS

\I ·

ff .

25

Realising tha t
l i shment as an
the conte s t i ng
the Repub li can

the Republican Movmment wil l never be accepted by the Estab~
'open Polit i cal Organisation', this Ard Fheis resolve s that
of the Loca l Gove rnment Elections is par t of the str at egy of
Movement and·,not an end in itself.
CO. ANTRI M EXEC. REP .CLUBS

"&).

26

Tha t the Ar d Fheis re-examine electo r al policy, with regard t o our par ticipa t ion in the f or t hcoming 6 County Local Government elec t ions .
COCHRAN / LOWANS REP, CLUB
\\
CO.DOWN

27

That the Movemen t reverse its decision taken at the 1970 Ard Fheis t o
contest Loc al Gove rnment El~ctions in the Six Counties, primarily because
of the ac ce pt ance of the McRor y Report, which should be opposed from t he
outs i de,
~
(
NORTH-WEST EXEC. REP.CL B
~
l0
DERRY CI TY

\\1').

t'f

28

In view of the increa sing sectarian situation and also in view of the undemocr at ic natu re of · the McRory Report, the Republican Movement should reverse its
decisi on of the 1970 Ard Fheis which referred to the Movement's participation
in Local Gover nmen t Elections in the Six Counties. MARTIN O'LEARY REP. CLUB,
SHANTALLOW, DERRY.

29

That Local Gover nment el ecti on plans be postponed, a nd not be conte sted .
is is taken in view of the fac t that internment, br u tal i t y, and the
Special Powers Ac t etc., remain, and our taking par t i n thes e cir c umstances would s eem that we are lowering ourselves to the s t anda rd of the
administrat i on whic h is responsible for this s i tuation.
SEAN SABHAT REP . CLUB
BELFAST

30

That this Ard Fhei s, through its cumainn and comhai r le c ea nntar ca ll on
local Government t o cease the sale of public he l d land to specu l at i ve
building co panies for private housing, and that it devo te i ts res ourc es
to the build ing o f Local Government Housing Schemes whic h can be ren t ed
out at a reasonabl e re n t.~;:
CUMANN MI CHAEL Mc GRATH

vf, ,_,-

WATERFORD

31

That Sinn Fe in demands the immediate re-instatement of all democratica l ly
ele c ted Lo cal bodies which have been suspended, and also the remova l of
legis l at "on which allows the Ministyr to deprive the people of t e ir l ocal
democratic rep er en tation.
·
/t.
CUMANN ROBERT EMMET, ATH CLIATH

32

That th1.s Ard Fheis a bo l i sh the compulsory ruling that ele cted candtdates,
when tak ing t he ir se at s i n Lo cal Government in the SiK Countie s _take t he
oath of a l l e gi ance, and ·tha t we make it compul s ory t ba t el e t ed memb r s
should not take the oath irrespective of the circums ances ex i s ti ng at the
time
PATRI CK PEARSE REP . CL B
ARMAGH

0

P ublications

33

That thi s Ard Fheis, recogn1s1ng the i mp r tant role tha t propaganda must
plav in build ing a revolutionar movemen t" i n Ireland ~ r eeosnis e s as .1
matter s of pri ority the need of the Republ ican Movement to:
a ) Produce an urban orientated national we ekly paper ;
b ) Ma1n t ain the U.I. as the ha tJ. onal mo nt hl y jour nal of the Republican
Movemen t;
c ) Es ta bl 1sh Teoiric on a r egu lar basi s as the quar t erl y theoretical
pa p :o r of t he Movemen t de s1 gned primarily for i .te rnal c nsumption
w1 ~ 1 t he Re publ1c an Mov Pment and en ouraging the r i ght of reply
to ar 1 l es printed;
d) Acqu1re a printing press on wh ' c h to pr 'nt all of hese p bli cations and also expand the c:apab 1l ities of Clo Na1siun a an Repsol.
CUMANN FINTAN LALOR
ATH CLIATH

34

That the "ncoming Ar d Comha i le de u1s a way for the Movement t o pr od11ce:
weekl news sneet; b ) m nt hl U I . ; c) 4 mont l Theoretical
J urnal e . g. Teo i ri c.
CUMANN SEAN McCAUGHEY
WICKLOW

'35

That a theoretical magazine be brought out bi-monthly, responsi ble to the
editorial board, with the right of reply guaranteed, and that it be st rictly
for internal circulation.
CUMANN FRANK RYAN

36

That 'Teoric' be brought out every 2 months and that it be str i ctly ' nte rnal;
that the right of reply be guarded and that it be under the contra of the
COMHAI RLE CF.ANNTAR
editorial board.

a) a

TH CLIATH
We propose that it be left to the Ard Comhairle to appoin t t he editor o f
' Teoric', who will work in conjunc t ion with an editorial commi t tee.

COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR,
ATH CLIATH

38

That Eoin 0 Murchu be made editor of an internal theore t ical journal.
CUMANN EAMONN CEANNT
DUBLI N

39

That a weekly newspaper, with an initial circulation of appr x. 10,000
copies be established immediately for sale through news agents, factori es
and any other sales area not covered by the U.I.
CUMANN COL.LEONARD
DROGHEDA

to

In addition to the monthly U.I., a weekly newspaper with a l ' mited circul ation and aimed at industrial workers be produced by the movemen t. Rural
cumann to help in the sale of a farmers newspaper to be p odu ed by the
Small Farmers Defence Association.
CUMANN PATRICK MBRAN
ROSCOMMON

41

That the organisation produce a weekly news paper to be circu l ate d by
This ape r
members ma i ly in t heir place of employment where f ea s i ble.
r eporting a ct i vi t ies of the Movement in the 32 Counti e s weekly.

PATRI C PEARSE REP.CLUB
ARMAGH

6

C2

That the U. I. be brought out on a fortnightly basis.

CUMANN FRANK RYAN

43

That the United Irishman be brought out fortnightly.

COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
ATH CLIATH

That the incoming Ard Comhairle take immediate stept to bring out the
United Irishman on a fortnightly basis.
CUMANN J AMES CONNOLLY
TRALEE

45

That an editorial committee for the U.I. and Teoiric be elected by the
Ard Fheis each year.
U.C.D. CUMANN

46

That the editor of the U.I. be employed on a yearly basis to be renewed at
the Ard Fheis and that the Ard Comhairle be held responsible for the qualCUMANN SEAN RUISEIL
ity of the paper.
ATH CLIATH

47

That the U.I. be under the direct control of an editorial board, which should
be elected by the Ard Fheis and responsible to the Ard Comhairle.
·CUMANN FRANK RYAN

48

That the Ard Fheis instructs the incoming Ard Comhairle to appoint an editorial committee to be responsible for the United Irishman.
That this
editorial committee be representative of all branches of the movement and
of all four provinces, as far as is practicable and that it be responsible
and responsive to .the Ard Comhairle of Sinn Fein.
CUMANN AN PHIARSAIGH
ATH CLIUH

49. ~hat
the structure of
ln the North.

the U.I. be changed to cover more about the fight
MARTIN O'LEARY REP . CLUB
DERRYMACASH CO. ARMAGH

That the United Irishman give more adequate coverage to all aspects of the Northe r n
situation in order that people may be made aware of the social injust ices as wel l
as the more overt type of military repression, from which all the ordinary workina
class people of the North are suffering.
WOLFE TONE REP . CLUB BELlAS]

51

That more coverage be given to the North and its problems in the u.r. and
that a full page be given over to open letters, questions, answeTS etc. ,
thus making the paper more interesting to people outside the movement .
JOE BAXTER REP.CLUB
CO. DOWN

52

United Irishman should become mo£e localised, 1.e. on issues concerning
SEAMUS BURN S REP . CLUB
the North.
CLONARD

53

That the United Irishman be brightened up , more coverage for Six Countie s
and that all Republican Clubs submit articles and local news to U. I. Off ice.
SEAN TREACY
P.CLUB
BELFAST

7

That the United Iri shma consiet of mo e local news. and t hat Sinn Fein
should get a Printing Press of its own.
CUMANN MARTIN o•LEARY
CORK

····

.55

Tha~ ~h~

United Iri s hman devote
act1v1t1es.

the United Iri shman publis
56 That
Ireland 1n language that c an be

a

page each mon th.to publicise county
CUMANN JAMES CONNOLLY
TRALEE

more article s on industrial situations in
easily unders tood by its readership.
J AME S CONNOLLY CUMANN,
ATHENRY I Co. GALWAY

57That the U.I. publish more artic l es on International affai rs t o illustrate
that the struggl e in I reland has its counterparts t hrou ghout t he worl d in the
fight against capitalism and imper i alism .
J AME S CONNOLLY CUMANN .
ATHENRY CO. GALWD

58 That

a 4-pa ge educational supplement s auld be included in the U.I. every 3
months to complement the national educational programme and to •ummarise
present policy .
JAMES CONNOLLY CUMANN ,
ATHENRY Co . GALWAY.

59

That the policy of the Movement should be published at least four t i me s
per year in the United Ir i shman .
CUHANN COUNTESS~BRIDGE MARTYR
KERRY

That, as the l anguage and content of t h e Uni ted Irishman is beyond the
60 comprehension
of the peopl e we are t r ing to edu at e, efforts mus be
made to correct this si tua t ion .

61

CO .DERRY EXEC. REP .CLUBS

The language of the Un ited Iri shman e imp lified, s o that i t can be r a
and understood by t e working c ass peop e, at whom it is supposed to be
aimed, and if t his be done, the paper be produced on a fort~ightly basis.
JAMES CONNOLLY REP .CLUB
BOGS IDE, DERRY

62

That the format and cont ent of the ni t ed I rishm n be al tere and simplified to give the paper greater appeal to t he or inary workin people nd
to make it a much more effective organ of Repub l ican educat on and propaganda.
ARMAGH/SOUTh DOWN EXEC .
REP.CLUBS

That the United I rishman r
r to
63 platform
for left- s ectarian articl

ng a newspaper and cease ei g a
s hich do not r epresent the views of
the majority of the Republican Movement.
PATRICK PEARSE REP.CLUB
t

ARMAGH

64 We,
the members of the cl ub wis t o propose that the general
U.I. be revised and simpli fie d for bet er understanding.
PAT

layout of the

CIA McKAY REP . CLlJB
LOWER FALLS .

That a qualified journalis t be engaged to edit the United Irishman with a
65 view
to i mp rovi ng the layout and c ont ent of the paper.
CUMANN LONGFORD

66 That
able

the present f orm of t he Uni ted Irishman be changed t o make it more readand also a professional edi tor be appointed.
OWEN McGILL REP.CLUB
TYRONE

67

We express our disappointment in the quality and general standard of the 'United
Irishman' and believe that Republican Clubs should have better control over the
standard and content of the paper.
MARTIN O'LEARY REP. CLUB,
SHANT ALLOW, DERRY .

68

That if there are to be change• in the structures of the U.I . t hat the finished
product be similar in style to the October edition. CUMANN PADRAIG 0 PEARAILL
WEXFORD

69

That the United Irishman publish names of all political prisoner s, whether
they are members of the Movement or not.
CUMANN JAMES CONNOLLY
TRALEE

70

That the United Irishman be less sensational and more edueational in
its material.
REP. CLUB U.C.C.

it be stated on the front of the
71 That
title) that "This paper is Printed by

Internal

'United Irishman' (~ossib ly unde r t h
the Official Republican Movement."
CUMANN FEARGAL O' HANLON,
Co. DfiWH

Ed uca tion

That there is need for a study fO £ the long and short term ob jectives of the
Movement in order to develop a coherent revolutionary programme and a structure united to the attainment of our revolutionary goa ls.
Tha t this would
require detailed examination of the major contradict i ons of Ir ish society,
political, economic and social, that the resources of the M vement should be
~ irected to exploiting these contradictions, and that the agitatio with
l whi ch the Movement involves itself should be integrated with thi end .
CUMANN FINTAN LALOR,ATH CLI~
That the Republic an Movement set up an Educational C mmittee (approx . 6
members ), emp loyed ful l -time, to travel around the coun try (curnainn and
clubs) and set up a system of education internally, name ly f or a) an intensive cour se for new members and b) to put a firm externa l du ational
policy to t he membership for the next Ard Fheis.
Th "s committee to meet
6 mo nths after and start to formulat e th i s policy.
~
CUMANN J ACKIE GRIFFITH A/CLlATH

74

That the ad hoc Education Committee, i n consultation with·the Ard Comhairle,
and with the a ssistanc e of all members willing t cooperate, be gi ven the
responsi b i lity to draw up a proper induction course f or peop l e coming into
t he or ganisa t i on and tha t t his course be come s mandatory f or all applicants.
COMBAIRLE CEANNTAR

9

LUllQH

..

75

That this Ard-Fheis supports t he es tablishment of the Nationa l Education
Commictee and endo r ses t he preliminar y educational programme carr ied out to
date within the Movement and recommends the further development by the National Education Commi ttee of a continuous educational programme , based on
Marxist principles,for all members.
JAMES CONNOLLY CUMANN
ATHENRY Co. GALWAY

That something on the l ine s of Momnington Education centre be opened in
Belfas t .
THOMAS RUS SELL REP.CLUB
GRANSHA,BELFAST
That more of Sinn Fein's educational programme deal with the Economics of
the Capital ist system and the economics of a socialist system.
CUMANN FRANK RYAN
That the leader ship of the Republican Movement take more definit e steps in
educating c l ub member s in the Republican Socialist ideal as app l. ed to
Ireland and as applied on international levels.
OLIVER CRAVEN REP . CLUB
CO .DOWN
That the Republican Movement place more emphasis on the education of a ll
i t s members .
WOLFE TONE REP. CLUB BELFAST
s pec ial schools
80 That
all Republican Clubs

be set up immediately to cater for the Officer-boar ds of
bearing in mind that many people who take on Club po s i t ions
do no t rea l ise the particular functions they are expected to fulfil l .
Moreover
we s ugge s t that Gar diner Place ussues fact sheets which will explain to offi ceholders the precise nature of their duties.
HENRY JOY McCRACKEN REP.CLUB
~
TURF LODGE, BELFAST

8

That the Ard Comha ir le elect someone to draw up a compr ehen sive educat ional programme using adequa t e equipment, e.g. tapes, f i~s , a s well as
literature.
CUMANN MARTIN O'LEARY
CORK

82

That Cumann i n rural and urban areas establish a lending library of books
of a general and political nature to be available to all members of the
local cormnunity .
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR DONEGAL

/ffl
83

In order to in reas e democracy, we propose that the Ard Comhai r le arrange
weekend sess i ons on specific areas of policy in order to i valve rdinary
members i n formi ng Movement policy, subject to Ard Comhairle r atification,
and hat the part icular subject of each session be ful l y di scussed at
cumann level before delegates are sent to the sessions.

That the 3 months probation period for new members be rigid y enforced and
that this time be used to educate them 1n Republican policy a d h i story .
CUMANN JACKIE GRIFFITH A/CLIATH
Tha t the rule s gove rn i ng applicants joining Sinn Fein should be more
str tly adhe r ed t o .
CUMANN PEADAR 0 1 LOUGHLTN
NORTH CLARE
That this Ard Fhe i s supports the idea of a mandatory recru i s course for all
applicants ·o Si nn Fe "n.
CUMANN SEAN SABHAT LUIMN
It is proposed t hat pr oba tionary membe rs of the Movement be given a bas~c
course of instruction i n the essent ial theor y of Republic an i sm and So~ialism.
CUMANN JAMES CO OLLY
BR!l... CO •WICKLOW

10

-----------------------------------

Political & Nation al

v 88

89

That this Ard Fheis views with conce rn the increas ing dr i ft t owar ds a
sectarian civil war in the Six eounties.
It is also the be lief of t his
Ard Fheis that the British Army, through t hei r open and secret contact
with certain elements of the Protestant population, are •eliberately f ostering such a situation in the interests of their imperialist masters,
and in order to avoid such a situation this Ard Fheis instruct the incoming Ard Comhairle of Sinn Fein to seek contacts with the working class
leaders of the militant Protestant organisations with a view to expanding
and developing an organisation based on democratic workers control.
PATRICK PEARSE REP.CLUB
ARMAGH
That we make greater efforts to unite the Protestant and Catho lic workingclass of Ireland by persuasion. ;/~~
CO. DERRY EXEC. REP.CLUBS
That the Movement issues a more detailed statement of its policy towards
sectarian groups of whatever denomi ation, e.g. U.D.A, provisional alliance •
.,
. 'f
GEORGE PLANT REP. CLUB
LR. ANDERSONSTOWN

90

Sectarianism is a weapon of the enemy.
It has been used as an aid to
British 'imperial rule in Ireland for almost three centuries. It has
be en used in the past to maintain the power and rule of the ascendancy
and capitalist class by a patronage system of privileges for ~rotestant
workers and penalt ies for Catholics, thus keeping the attention of all
workers diver ted from the real source of their common deprivation.
Today, the Protestant workers, although still held in the grip of
sectarianism, have thrown off their old leadership and broken free of : r
the old political mould.
They have established their own organisations
and their own politics,·and are moving into a position in which t hey will
be able to identify their enemy as British imperial rule and economic
exploitation.
In this situation Britain was forced to t ake de sperat e
measures to mainta in the sectarian conflict l ong enough t o enabl e her to
put a new Tory leadership in power.
Therefore direct ru le was i pos e d
and sectarianism has been continually heightened and fue ] l e d where
necessary by SAS operations.
The past year has cl ear ly shown tha t the
role of the British Army is to increase sectarian confrontations and not
to keep peace.
The withdrawal of the Briti sh Army will t he re f ore have
no effect on the sectarian situation other than removing one of the
sources of sectarian acts.
Sinn Fein believes that the trade union movement has t he capacity
and the ability to organ ise a non-sectarian corps of worker s whos e s ole
purpos e would be the elimination of sectarianism and giving se uri t y to
., peopl e in their homes .
.-

J

Ard

C om hairl e>

JIES

91

That the Movemen t exp licitly clarify its short te rm policy w~ th res pec t to t he
6 County area.
y£:;,
FINTAN J..ALOR REP .CLUB
BELFA!JT

92

Tha t this ARd-Fhe is review the involvement of the Republican Move !nt wi t h :
other Peoples Organisat~ especially N.I.C.R.A. CO. ANTRIM EXEC. REP .CLUBS

93

That the Republican Movement reiterates its support of the campaign o f
civil dis obed ience in the North, of the basic demands of the Civil Rig ht s
movement and of the short term I.R.A. demands for a settl em~tt a s out l ined
in April of this year.
~~
CITHAL BRUGHA REP . CLUB
o
CO .DOWN

11

'
That this Ard Fheis pledges itself to continue the civil disobedi ence
the Six occupied Counties, until all internees are re l eased,
Special Powers Act abolished and a general amnesty declared.
r
PATRICK PEARSE REP. CLUB
ARMAGH

94 campaign in

y:s

95• ives
It was proposed that we support the Civil Rights Movements aims and objectfor democracy within the 6 Counties context in any future proposals or
settlements by the British Government for this area.

PATRICIA McKAY REP.CLUB.
LOWER FALLS

(%--

96

That this Ard Fheis reiterates its oppos1t1on to Direct Rule which ha s
meant,as we forecast, a total abolition of all democracy, increase in
repression and sectarianism; pledges itself to do all in its power to
bring it to a sp~edy end and therefore regards the ending of direct
rule as a priority short term objective.
ARD COMHAIRLE

97

That this Ard Fheis rejects any solution to the present crises wh ich
entails the re-establishment of a Six County Parliament or Assembly.
CUMANN SEAN McCAUGHEY
WICKLOW
Tha t the Republican Movement supports a "Border Plebi scite" only if he l d
~~
CATHAL BRUGHA REP .CLUB
CO . DOWN

98 6n a 32 County basis.

r

That Sinn Fein recognises (1) t ha t the demand for a united Ireland at the
time is not an anti-imperialist demand; (2) that it is a sectar ian
demand which divides the working class and confuses the class issue . ·~ That
the demand be therefore d pped at this t' ·e .
REP CLUB U.C.G.
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That the Official ovement in the South try to l aunch a movement simi lar t o t he
Civil Rights Mov~ment in the North to fight all Repressive Legislation in the
Twenty-Six Counues. ~::::.
SEAN MAC DIARMADA1 REP. CLUB
BELFAST
That the Ard Fheis give clear direction to the Movement as to wha t our reaction should be to the B ssibility of a U.D.I. bid by Unioni s t extr emi sts
COCHRAN/LOWANS REP . CLUB
in the 6 Counties.
CO . DOWN
That the Movement recognise the need for an effective defence organi sat i on
the 6 Counties.
.....;_Ps,
CUMANN SEAN BERGI N
CO.TIPPERARY

102 in

Electoral

Pol icy

Since the Movement is governed by the resolution passed at 1971 Ard
eis ,
that the Ard Comhairle define the term ' revolutionary par liament ry
politics' in order that the Movement may be free to contest elec tions.
CUMANN SEAN MI STEIL
(RINGSEND/SANDYMOUNT

103 we ask

elections, local or otherwise, should not be contested for t he sake of
104 That
contesting.
It should be remembered that when one fights one f i ght s to wi n .
CUMANN JAMES CONNOLLY
WATERFORD

10

~

That Sinn Fein contest the next General elections.

1-2

CUMANN

AME S CONNOL
CARLO•

106

That 3inn Fein ~ontest a~ ~ny seat s in elections as finance and t he ava i l ability of su1table ~ andidates pennt, and t- ha t the necessary r esearc h be
undertake n at a suffi c1ently early date to enable camp aign s t o be ommenced
in goGd fime for t he e e . t ' ons concern ed
cr~
'HARE/CURRY
CORCATGn

107
.....
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'hat
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y~

1nn Fein, at all leuels, intensify / reactivate itself in the bas 1.c
leading them to the awareness that 1 . is
group or organisation, can libera t e the
n rt ''t· ar n l ' rPr 0gn1se that up- s ernce or armchair as 1rat i ons i n r h1s
f, .... t 1 ..r· 1 1 : P -'1• to ·IP.tPat for the penple and the
i td >l e<'" l ••etL - .,Iltto;t movement .
sn< l aJ p r 11 · ~ms of c he people in
th~v dn
he
al0ne . and not any

rhat chi s ~rd Fhe1~ recognises the necessity of Cit izens Adv ice Bureau in
t: he 21-J Cnun ties and a s such i s Wllling to co-ordinate the a tiv it 1e s by
establish Jng a national executive to co-ordinate the functions of such a
\ ll)2.. bodv .
CUMANN JACK EDWARDS
WA ERFORD

109

110

The f un<.:tl. on of each cumann include the establishment of a Citizens Adv ice
Bureau. _ 1
CUMANN PATRICK MORAN

ROS CO~ON

y,

That members of the Movement take a more active part in the stuuggle of TenCUMANN JACKIE GRIFFITH A/CLIATH
111 ants for a fair and just rent. ~·
That the Republican Movement launch a 'Right to Work' camppign, and assist
the setting u of an 'Unemployment League' to fight for the above menCUMANN MICHAEL McGRATH
t1oned r ight.
~
WATERFORD

112 in

That Sinn Fein should support 1n any way possible any effort t o organ i se
CUMANN JAME S LARKIN
unemp loved of the country.
BALLYFERMOT

113 the
IL

That this Ard-·Fheis state clearly the attitude of the Republican Movement towards
WOLFE TONE REP . CLUB BELFAS1
114 inte~rated education in the 6 Counties.

/lh-

115 That

th~ Republican Movement organise mass agitation against the anjust education
system ln the 26 Counties.
WOLFE TONE REP. CLUB BELFAST
(..

That the Republican Movement mount a nationwide campaign to highl i ght the pl i ght o f
116itinerants in Ireland, and to offer a constructive programme which would ef f ectiveJy
solve the problem of this underprivileged section of the community.
/
J:J J 1 .. 1
WOLFE TONE REP. CLUB BEEEAST

·
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Culture
An environment should be created which is conducive to the furtherence and
development of Irish culture within the Movement and to an awareness of its
role in the anti-imperialist struggle.
The creation of this envir onment
could by example, help to stimulate the Irish people to have an interest in
and enthusiasm for their cultural heritage, to identify with it and realise
its importance.
A basis for this environment should be along the following
lines:Y.The Irish language, Anglo-Irish culture, both Orange and Green, and
Irish culture in general, should have their proper place on the educational programme, e.g. Irish language classes, classes on loca l history and folklore, Irish traditional mu sic and dancing.
Speci al
lectures on the role and importance of culture in.the revolution should
be also on the educational programme.
.
~
2.The Ard Fheis should set up a committee -to study the relationship between the Republican Movement and cultural organisations espec i all y
for the possibilities of co-ordi nating cultural activities.
~
3.A cultural week should be hel d once a year especially at a local
level, which would have the involvement of the people in the Movement
and also the general pub li c .
~The Irish language should NOT be confined in the U.I. and periodic als
to articles on the Gaeltacht and Irish culture only.
The I r ish language is a living language and must be seen to be.
·
~.As the likelihood of a cultural revival is almost nil iwithout a strong
Gaeltacht especially in an economic and cultural sense the ir importance
and development must always be kept in mind, as follows:
a) A special officer should be appointed to co-or d inate activities,
(economic, political and cultural) between na Gaeltachtai themselves
and between them and the rest of the country.
This person should
be, if possible, a person who, comes from the Gaeltacht and lives
there.
b) An educa t ional camp similar to Mornington shou ld be situat ed in one
of the Gae l t ac hta i.
It would also serve the purpo s e of providing
people . from urban areas and the east coast with an insight into the
way of life and problems of people living in the we s t and a better
appreciation and understanding of their general culture.
c) Major political writings, e.g. those of James Connolly shoul d be
translated into Irish.
~ 6.The mass media, both private and public of the Free State and the Six
Counties should be condemned by the Ard Fheis for their hostility and
neglec t of Irish culture and their propaga tion of imperialist culture.
.The Coiste Seasta should hold their meetings in the Irish langu age as
/ often as possible.
CUMANN AN PHIARSAIGH,ATH CLIATH

117

118

That the Movement take a much bigger interest in the Irish langu age and
culture.
MARTIN O'LEARY REP .CLUB
DERRYMACASH CO. ARMAGH

That it be compulsory for each club and cumainn to run an Irish language
119and adult ceile dancing class in their own area. PATRICK PEARSE REP.CLUB
ARMAGH
That all Cumann undertake to promote ceili dancing classes and ce ilithe for
120young and old in their respective areas.
ARMAGH/SOUTH DOWN EXEC.'
REP . CV BS
That all Cumann unde r take t o promote c eil i
121 young
and old in their respective areas.

tf

dancing c lasses an d ce i l i t he f or
JOE McCANN CUMANN. Co. ARMAGF

Economic

Affairs

Whereas the monopolists and capitali st s are att empting to divide the workingclass by various devices which amount Go new, more refined forms of exploit1 22 ation; recognising that the forces of imperialism are seeking to perfect
the ir methods of influencing the workers both ideologically and politically
by means of the policy of "social partnership" which is designed to pe rsuade
t he working-class to surrender the class struggle in exchange for so-call ed
"profit sharing", a policy that suggests to the workers that they can and do
cease to be workers and become small capitalists; recognising, too, that
the vote for entry into the European Economic Community opened the way for
further imperialist penetration and control of the Irish econo~y .

•

This Ard Fheis declares the determination of the whole Republican Movement
to continue its wholehearted opposition to imperialism in Ireland.
In particular we call for the immediate nationalisation of the institutions of
finance, i.e. banks, Insurance Companies, Building Societies, Credit and Investment Cos., etc.
We demand the right of the working man to secure equal ity with all other sections of the community when seeking financial aid from
the banking system, recognising that such equality does not exist at present
since workers are grossly discriminated against by the banks, building societi~s and credit companies.
We call for a state-owned banking system and
for the suppor t of people's credit unions backed and secured by the state
and the removal of present restrictions on Credit Unions which favour the
Commercial Banks.
We demand t hat all the mineral and oil wealth of Ireland and its surrounding
seas be deve lo ped in the intere s t s of the people of Ireland and not be privately owned, foreign corporations.
Where such development is controlled by
private concerns, we call for immediate nationalisation without compensation,
recognising that these companies have already made huge profits at the expense of the working class.
By controlling the mineral wealth of Ireland, the
people of Ireland will be free to use the surplus value created in their own
interests e.g. to finance other forms of economic activity.
This Ard Fheis further calls for the repealing of the Value Added Tax legislation as a prelude to the complete revision of the whole tax structure. The
increased use of indirect as opposed to direct tax which V.A.T. entails will
further benefit the wealth and penalise the poor.
The decision regarding
V.A.T. was made in Brussels and removes the decision-making on tax structures
from the hands of the Irish people.
V.A.T. as presently conceived penalises
· I rish-made goods in preference to foreign products, since Irish factor costs
ar e rising faster t han other European costs.
Since this means that the value adde d is greater in Ireland, V.A.T. will create further redundancies and
add to t he massive unemployment which exists at present.
This is totally
unacceptable.
We call, instead, for a tax system which will deprive the
large mo nopolies of their vast·holdings of weal th and which will re-distribute such wealth among the wo rke rs, e.g. tax on Capital gains and Corporation
profits.
In this connection we call for a more realistic policy of industrial developme nt by over-haul ing the existing organisations used to promo te new industry and jobs i.e. the IDA, Gaeltarra Eireann etc., and demand that priority
be given to industries, which will be labour intensive, not capital intensive.
As a first step, a proper industrial infrastru~ture must be crea ted by the
building of modern Transport System throughout the country but particularly
in the West ern seaboa rd areas.
In addition, ocean going port facilities
s hou ld be established in these areas, thus reducing the dependence of Western areas on the Eastern and Southern seaboard ports.
Such a policy would
a ssist in the long t erm industrialisation of the dep"JJe sse d areas of the \Vest
and would, furthermo re, create immediate emp loyment for the worker in t he
We st.
Thi s in tarn would have a sp i n-off effect on Western economy .
Sinn
Fein pledges . i tself to resist t he e ~ onom1c imperialism of the Commo n Marke t

and to f ighYlevery dec ision made in Rruss el s tha t penali ses the workers.

Ard

Comhairle

That a specialist economi c commit tee be set up i mmediately to compi e and
present a dossier which will tentatively reveal the economic structure of a
123post revolutionary-Ireland which can avoid sl ipping into a neo-colo i al
position.
This committee should have a high level of expertis e , ' ncluding
~
socialist economists.
The dossier should also ~xplicitly suggest a tangible economic strategy
re Trade Unions etc.; whereby we can offer the Pro~estant and Catho lic working-class non-utopian inducements to join us in the struggle agains t monopoly
capitalism.
HENRY JOY McCRACKEN RE P.CLUB
TURF LODGE, BELFAST
In view of the present employment situation and the failure of the policies
the IDA 1n increas~ng the empitoyment situation in this country, we call
on the IDA to change 1ts policy from one of giving grants to capital, to
giving grants to labour, to encourage the setting up or extension, of labour
intensive industries.
CUMANN JEMMY HOPE
DUBLIN

12 4of

That Sinn Fein issue a statement to
and to give greater emphasis on the
125 the banking intereats.
To explain
by the rank and file members of the

clarify our policy of Bank nationalisation
re-allocation of the as se ts and profits of
also the eype of action tha t can be taken
Movement towards this end.
CUMANN PARLE/HOGAN/CRANE. WEXFORD

The Sean McDermott cuaann call on the incoming Ard Comhairle to start a 32
126County campaign to nationalise the Banking,lnsurance and Assurance companies,and a greater effort should be made to inform the public how they are
being exploited by these companies.
CUMANN SEAN McDERMOTT,
PALMERSTOWN , DUBLIN
I

127

That Sinn Fein define its alternative to the existing banking system •
.CUMANN FRANK RYAN

That Sinn Fein start a campaign to nationalise all banking and rel ated
128finance establis~ment~, i~itiating the campaign with a doc ument stat i ng
the case for nat1onal1sat1on.
CUMANN SEAN RU I SEIL
ATH CLIATH
That the Republican Movement should expose the groos exploitat ion of the
of working people by the parasitic hire purchase compani es, and
encourages workers as an alternative to support their own credit unions
where they exist, and to set them up whereLthey do not.
CUMANN- OURRY/O'HARE
BLACKROCK-STILLORGAN

129mass

That a co-ordinating ~ommittee should be established by Sinn Fein with
respect to Co-ops.
This committee to centrali se funds for any Cumann
or Republican Club wno wish to establish a Co-op. ~ Also to keep Cumainn
in city or town areas in contac t with Cumainn in ural areas with re spec t
to providing goods.
/La ~ /.
CUMANN JAME S LARKIN
I ~
BALLYFERMOT

13o

Tha t this Ard Fheis encourage the setting up of Cooperative shops in the
(as has been done 1n the 6 Counties).
CUMANN ALLEN , BAN N

13126 Counties

16

Unions & Industrial

Trade
T,hat a
132(,roup.

full time organiser be appointed to help the Republican Indu s tri a l
CUMANN ALLEN, BANDON

)f t(5 That the incoming Ard Comhairle encourage the organisation of Republ ican
'1J3Shop Stewa rds co-ordinating Committees at Comhairle Ceanntar leve l throughJAMES CONNOLLY REP. CLUB
~
ou the 3~ Co unties.
STRABANE TYRONE
That a member of Sinn Fein associated with the Republican Industrial DevelSection be assigned the daty of making a regular report t o the Ard
CUMANN PATRICK MORAN
Comhairle.
ROSCOMMON

13 .• opment
lj

That the Republican Movement publicly set up an Industrial Eme rgenc Act1on
t ee wi th an address and phone no., s o as to make ava i l ab l e ad ice in
t 1mes of 1n•ustr i al strife.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWES
NAVAN

135 Commi

That this Ard Fheis issue a directive that all members of the Republ1 can Move13"6me~t become actively involved in peoples organisations particularl y Trade .
Un1ons.
CUMANN ROBERT EMMET,ATH CLIATH
We the members pr opos e that the Movement get involved in the Trade Unions
137 North
and South more than it has done in the past. PATRICIA McKAY REP.CLUB
LOWER FALLS

13 8 come

~

13

That this Ard Fheis compels its members, where possible to join and beactive in the Trade Union movement.
CUMANN SEAN Mc CAUGHEY
WICKLOW

That Sinn Fei~ e~courage thei: members to h e
9Tenants Assoc1at1ons, and Str1ke C mm , - aes

1W

~0Tha7 ~n dustr~al

to JOln a Un1on.

~ re

11 ~ .. ~

te i n Trade Unions ,
MARTIN 0 'LEARY
CORK

:::UMANN

workers who are members of the Movement shoul d be compelled
CUMANN SEAN MISTEIL
(RINGSEND/SANDYMOUNT)

That it be made compulsory for all members of the Movement to be active
of a Trade Union.
JAMES CONNOLLY REP .CLUB
BOGSIDE, DERRY

141 members

It is proposed that Sinn Fein adopt a more militant policy of involvement
j2with workers organisations in industrial disputes etc., and through t he se
1 • efforts impress upon workers the need for a Socialist approach to t hei r
problems.
CUMANN JAMES CONNOLLY
BRAY CO.WI CKLOW
That Republicans in Trade Unions pressurise their unions towards us i g oldl
induslrial premi ses.
CATHAL BRUGHA REP.CL"B

143

~~~~~~~C~0-.~D~O~WN~

That a pocket size booklet be made available by the Movement for the purpo~ e
the metl\ods and procedure of t ake-over
they are employed.
CUMANN COUNTESS MARKIEWICZ
Co. DONEGAL
1f5That members, who are also members of Trade Unions do thei r utmost to m&{e
known the policie s of Sinn Fein.
CUMANN JAME S CONNOLLY
CARLOW

14 4ofof advis
ing and educating workers on
factories and industries in which

146

Donegal Comhai rl e Ceann t ar ca ll on t he Republican Movement to ac tively
support the worke r s of Gaelt ar ra Eireann in thei r refus a l t o allow their
factories be closed.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR DONEGAL

17.

-

162 That

the present clubs known as Republican Clubs become known as Sinn Fein
OWEN McGILL REP.CLUB
TYRONE

a

'1 '

(~Snreacht page 2 (c), Tb establish in the Republic a reign of social just-

163 ice by a

just distribution and effective control of the Nation's wealth
and resources.
CUMANN SEAN MISTEIL
(RINGSEND/SANDYMOUNT

Clubs.
16 4 That Republican Clubs be renamed Sinn Fein Republican CUMANN
SEAN RUISEIL
ATH CLIATH
i

~at

the name of Sinn Fein cumann in the South be changed to that of RepubTHOMAS RUSSELL REP.CLUB
GRANSHA BELFAST

16 J l1can elub
16G

That the Ard Fheis rule that in future the organisation be known throughout the 32 Counties as Sinn Fein Republican Clubs in order that we do
have a uniform identification.
PATRICK PEARSE REP.CLUB
ARMAGH
All Clubs and Cumann North and South should come under the same name e.g.
Cumann or Republican Clubs.
SEAMUS BURNS REP. CLUB
CLONARD

167 Sinn Fein,

That the rule in the Constitution of Sinn Fein which debars members of Irish
·168 Customs
Authorities from Sinn Fein be revoked.
THOMAS CLARKE CUMANN ,TYRONE
That nominees to Ard Comhairle be proposed by a minimum of three Curnainn
CUMANN LONGFORD

169 or Comhairle Ceanntair.
~

170

In order that the Ard Comhairle be more r,presentative of
bership it should be limited to a maximum of ten members,
presentatives being co-opted from all comhairle ceanntair
CUMANN
When any member is nominated for membership of

a~

grass root memwith area re~
areas.
SEAN RUISEIL
ATH CLIATH

Ard Comhairle as a regional

171 activity
representative or for election at Ard Fheis- their record of att endance and
at Cumann level shall be checked to ensure that they are in fact

members of Sinn Fein (i.e. attend at least 12 cumann meetings and participate
in activity of cumann).
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWS
CRUMLIN/KIMMAGE A/CLIATH

172

When a position becomes vacant on an Ard Comhairle it shall be filled, not by
co-option, bu~ by a postal ballot o~ by personal ballot at regional level when the services of a specialist are required he may attend meetings and advise but will have no vote.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWS
CRUMLIN/KIMMAGE A/CLIATH

That
173 next

174
175

the incoming Ard Comhairle redraw the regional boundaries before the
election of regional delegates to the Ard Comhairle •
. CUMANN PATRICK MORAN
ROSCOMMON
Recognising that Regional Representation to an Ard Comhairle has been unsatisfactory we propose that the Regions be re-drawn immediately.
That
the new regions be based on Comhairle Ceanntar are as .
CUMANN JIMMY JOE REYNOLDS
CO. LEITRIM
In view of the unsatisfactory working of regional representation>on the
Ard Comhairle that all regions be redrawn at once.
CUMANN LONGFORD.

20

the areas of Comhairle Ceannta i r
176 That
areas, North and South.

177

should coincide with the new electoral
OLIVER CRAVEN REP.CLUB
CO.DOWN

That the Regional Executive be restructured on the basis of the number
of Cumainn.
CUMANN MARTIN O'LEARY
CORK

That each Regional Executive reserve the right of admission of new members
Rinto the Movement, after the 3 months probationary period, in consultation
17 (",with Cumainn, and leaving the new member the right to •appeal to an Ard
Comhairle.
CUMANN JACKIE GRIFFITH A/CLIATH
That the constitution be amended to allow Sinn Fein more control over in79coming members by changing the structure so that new membe:s remain on
probation for a period of not less than one year working w1th and under
the supervision of the cumann and allied to this undergoing a full course
of political education, based on a clearly defined policy of the Movement
and only after this period will the decision on whether to grant full
membership be made, taking into account the recommendations of the cumann
CUMANN AN PHIARSAIGH
and the results of a personal interview.
ATH CLIATH

1

1

That the Six County Executive meets monthly and County Executive meets fortto help clubs keep in touch with activities in other areas, thus fulfilling their aims, - to Act as co-ordinating committees.
JOE McKELVEY REP.CLUB
COALISLAND TYRONE

80nightly

Any member who misses three consecutive meetings of their club or cumann
giving an excuse, and/or participation in the general work of the
Movement be dismissed from the Movement.
JAMES-CONNOLLY REP.CLUB
BOGS IDE, DERRY

181 without

That the minimum attendance at cumann meetings be increased from 12 to 24
CUMANN SEAN RUISEIL
182 yearly.
~ / ,ATH CLIATH

~fficer

That the Comhairle Ceanntair
Board be elected from the full member18Jship of the Comhairie Ceanntair area; that nominations for the seven positions (chairman, vice-chairman, secretary, treasurer, finance officer,
education officer and P.R.O.), should be received 14 days before the AGM.;
That from the list of nominations put forward, the delegates propose and
elect the officer board for the coming year.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
I .
ATH CLIATH

-8

18 4 That

the maximum

ip of a c~mann be \~e~v7.

CUMANN COL.LEONARD
DROGHEM
That the Comhairle Ceanntair Officer Board be elected as follows:
Each cumann select 7 names for the officer board;
That the comhairle ceanntair, on the receipt of acceptances by nominees, send out an election ··paper to each cumann;
3. That each cumann select 7 members from this list and return it to the
Comhairle Ceanntair;
4. That the Comhairle Ceanntair count the votes and inform cumainn of the
elected officers.
CUMANN SEAN MISTEIL
(RINGSEND/SANDYMOUNT)

f'vU

185 ~:

That the Bunreacht be amended so that the Comhairle Ceanntair have the
186power to expel or suspend a cumann member, pending the right of appeal
to th~ Ard Comhairle.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
ATH CLIATH

21

•

(Bunreacht page 13- Powers), The Comhairle Ceanntair may on a 2/3rds
187majority, suspend or remove any memb er of the Movement or a cumann. The
person or cumaitn·..must receive in writing, due notice of the time and
terms of the enquiry and should have the right of appeal to the Ard
Comhairle.
CUMANN SEAN MISTEIL
(/
(RINGSEND/SANDYMOUNT)

:1.--/,.- .

That Comhairle Ceanntair ha e the power to dismiss or suspend a member
18Jfor a~equate causes, subject ~o r~ght of appeal to the Ard Comhairle
or Co~ste Seasta.
CUMANN COL.LEONARD
DROGHEDA
That

189

/

t~e

individual registration fee be increased to

. . >O£ /

CUMANN COL.LEONARD
DROGHEDA

That the present issue of registration of membership form be changed, and
19Qa new issue be introduced void of all questions excepting:
a) Do you wish to become a member of the Sinn Fein Organisation Yes - No.
b) Do you accept the Constitution and laws of the Sinn Fein
Organisation ; Yes - No.
That all other questions regarding members be collected and forwarded to
Comhairle by an appointed me ber of the organisation, such a
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR DONEGAL
member to be of senior standard.

191 the Ard

That the rule governing reports from Comhairle Ceanntar to Ard Oifig be
~
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR, LUIMNI
192 strictly adhered to,
That every member of Sinn Fein should be obliged to acquire a copy of the
19Jsinn Fein constitution and if necessary, the registration fee may be raised
to cover the cost of supplying same.e
·~ ~COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
·
·
\jATH CL IATR
j That continued membership of Sinn Fein cu
nn be subject Co selling the
~paper
once
a
month,
unless
a
member
is
excused
by his cumann.
19
CUMANN SEAN RUISEIL
~s
ATH CLIATH

.

That on page 9 of Bunreacht Sinn Fein the paragraph commencing "The Ard
Comhaid.e shall set up regional areas ••••• " be deleted and that the following paragraph be altered to read:"Each Cumann within a regional area will be rep~esented at the regional
general meeting and they will be chaired by the regional chairman.
Cumainn will have equal representation at regional general meet ings.
Each region will, in annual general meetings eleet one member to the
Ard Comhairle, and shall be empowered, if such is desired, to appoint
a Comhairle Reiguinach to co-ordinate the activities of the organisation in the ~egion.
Each Comhairle Reigiunach so formed shall contain at least one member from each Comhairle Ceanntair area in the
region and each Comhairle Reigiunach shall appoint from among its
members such individuals as it considers appropriate to act as its
officers II
eeMHAIRLE CEA!I.'NTAR
CATHAIR CORCAIGHE

19 5

0

Under Cumann - Committees, lines 3/4/5 changed to read - 'and that all social
held under its auspices are of a Revolutionary Socialist nature.
COMHAIRLE ~TAR, LUIMNI

196 functions

We propose that this Ard Fbe i s declare itself for the establishemen t of
a Socialist Workers's Republic, ecogn i s i ng that t he onl y means of
achieving this is through the organis ed working c las s.
The Rep bl i can
Movement must therefore define a revolutionary strategy for Ireland
today and a perspective f or building a revol utionary party. This s t r a t egy must be based on the fol lowing four ma in areas:

19 7

(a) The North; (b) Opposition to in t ernational capitalism; (c) Trade
Unions and other popular Movements; (d)Internal education and democracy.
(a) The North: This Ard Fheis mus t rec ognise that the policy to date in
the North has been mis-dir2c ted in s o f ar as the Civil Rights and democratisation demands have been present ed in isolati~n rather t han as par t
of the revolutionary process.
It should be clearly understood that t he
call for democracy in itself presents no threat to the capitalist interests in the 6 Counties.
Whi le f ully supporting democratic demands,
revolutionary Socialists must a lso rais e demands which point to the specific interests of the working cla ss throughout Ireland.
Therefore, more
attention muse· be focused on unemp loyment, bad housing, weak Trade Union
organisation and other such i ssue s which are common to the working class.
While British troops are pre sent in the 6 Counties, we must continue to
demand their immediate wi thdrawa l ·and oppose their presence by all means.
(b) 0 osition to International Ca italism: The Republican Moveme nt
r1ght y recogn1ses that 1nternat1 onal cap1talist domination of Ireland is
the main obstacle to progress.
However, the anti-EEC campai gn sugges t ed
that there was a possible alternative wi thin an Irish capitali st context.
The struggle against interna tiona l capitalism necessarily brings us up
against native capitalism. The Movement failed to point out t hat the
only real a lternative to the Common Market was the establishment of a Socialist Republic.
As capital ism is international, Socialism must also be
seen in an international contex~, i.e. the struggle for a Socialist Republic within a Socialist Europe.
It is not the task of Socialists to
sort out the capitalist alternative.
We must therefore oppose the ef f ects of international capitalism,
e.g. ~ssive redundancies, with call s for workers action not with Utopian
calls for more protection for Iri sh industries. etc.
c) Trade Unions and Other Popular ovements :
Whilst recogni s i g the
value of such groups as the Republi an Trade Union Group this Ard Fhei s c~
calls for greater priority to be given to ork within the Trade Unions.
If we aim for a Workers' Republic i t is vi tal that we centre our activities on the working class.
The Repu blican Movement must be s een to
support all workers in struggl e to i mprove their living s t andard and
defend their jobs and t he po litics f r eedom of workers organis at ions. We
must be seen to give a l ead i n suc h Rt ruggl es directing the worker s towards the goal of Sociali sm .
Similar l y , our involvement in def ence of
small farmers and other oppr essed groups must be designed to ra i se the
consciousness to the need for Socialism .
d) In ternal Education and Democrac : It i s essential tha t the Movemen t ·
1ntens1 y 1ts 1nternal educat1onal pr ogramme at central and l o al !~vel
to develop the political co nsciousness of its member s.
The c and estine
history of the Movement has tended to s if le i nte rnal free expression
and d iscussion between members of d iv er gent point s of v·ew.
The need
therefore for internal demo r acy i s evi dent.
Externally, each
~her
should sp eak with the voice of t he maj ority as expressed through the Ard
Fhe is.
This cou ld be summed up as f ul l democr acy inside and ab so lu te
discipline outs ide.
The se proposals are presented a s i dea s towards a revolu t i o 1ar y programme.
We call on t he incoming Ard Comha i rl e to draw up a detailed
pl a n of action on these proposals.
The Movement must now conscious l y
develop a r evolut i onary prog amme as par t of the pr oces s of becoming a
t ruly revolutionary organisation.
JOMHAIRL CEANNTAR DONEGAL

/2&
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Pearse Cumann, Dublin, call for th

formula tion of a comprehensive policy
in pamph-

19 8let
document for t he Republican Movement as a whole, to be published
form .
It should be developed in four s ec tions:-

a) A definite outline of the principles upon which the Republican
Movement (includi ng all wings) and associated bodies are based.
b) An outline of the structure of each organisation in the movement ,
their objectives, t heir functions, and their relationsto the
Movement as a who l e.
c) A clear vision as t o the form of t he new society we wish to create.
Stressing the right s of the indivi dual, his relationship to t he
connnunity and the s tat e and dealing with the new economic,soc i al tw'
and cultural orders and what t hey will involve.
d) Arising from A,B, and C, w ask that directions be given as to the
means we should employ t o achieve our ends in accordance with our
principles.
A discus s i on on t he choice of methods and tact ics is
thought desireable.
Because of the major importance and the wide implications of such a work,
spec~alist committees might be f ormed to investigate different areas, but
they should be subordinate to a general council on which the leadership
would have strong representation and which would point the direction.
However, each cumann and republican club and similar branches of other organisations attached t o the Movement deserve a creative share in developing
such a policy.
Therefore, once a council or committee is established,
views as to the socialist republican ideal and the way forward should be
invited from the Movement s ' gr assroo ts who could be continually consulted
through publications like Nuacht Naisiunta and Teoiric.CUMANN AN PHIARSAI GH
~

199

ATH CLIATH

That a National Government policy documen t , on the lines of the Local
Government document, be draf ted ,
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
'C(,
CO . LUI
; 1- ·-

That a detailed definit i ve policy document outlining both the l ong and
200short term aims of Sinn Fe i n be drawn up by a sub-committee of an Ard
Comhai rle, and that this document be submitted to the next Ard Fheis ,
or to a specially convened conference bef ore that, for ratification .
CUMANN CURRYI o' HARE
BLACKROCK-STILLORGAN,DUBLIN

/t'FS

201

That this cumann calls on Sinn Fei n to i s sue immediately, a general pol icy
statement to the public to counteract the existing confusion i n peoples '
minds and also to dr aw up a de t a i led, policy document. CUMANN JEMMY HOPE
~~~
DUBL

That the Republican Movement prepares a mani fe sto stating cl ear ly its
202 Policies re a 32 Coun ty S cialist Republ ic.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWES
YES
NAVAN
That the Ard Fheis produce a book l et explaining Sinn F in 's aims to the
)/.'£! .>
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
ATH CLI ATH

203public.

That incoming Ard Comha i tle set out a definite policy on both Local and
)1 "-:S
CUMANN J AMES CONNOLLY
. National level.
204
TRALEE

r.· A more

20aPolicy,

detailed Policy document fr om the Republican Movemen t on its future
to be drawn up from every member of the Movemen t .
CO. ANTRIM EXEC. REP.CLUBS
(F '>

24
--------~~· ~------~----------------------------------------------~-----------------

That Sinn Fein draws up and prints for mass distribution a Policy doc ument
clearly convey our short-term and long-term objectives, and
that guide-lines be given in the do cument, in order of ~r iority, in relation to these objectives, for Comha i rle Ceanntair and Cumainn, on the activities to be pursued in relation to State, Government and Local Government
bodies, organisations of the people, trade un ions, and other mass movements,
cooperatives and credit unions as well as Pjlitical parties etc.
The document will also state clearly where we differ from political parties in
each individual case, but it will also be indicated wherever there is or
could be common ground and scope for specific common action.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWES
GREYSTONES/KILCOOLE

206 which will

•

That a manifesto be drawn up outlining the policies of the Republican
WILLIAM ORR REP. CLUB
F~
BALLYMDRHHT

207 Movement.

v

That the incoming Ard Comhairle as a matter of extremerr.urgency produce a com208prehensive policy document or series of documents - that this matter be dealt
. with before any other.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWS
CRUMLIN/KIMMAGE A/CLIATH

I Fs

That Sinn Fein formulate and issue a policy in booklet form to enable members
general public to get a clearer picture of the programmes, objectives
and progress of the Movement.
)I~S
CUMANN PARLE/HOGAN/CRANE. WEXFORD

209 and the

That the Republican Movement outline clearly its objectives, both short-term
to the 6 County ;;~~ · WOLFE TONE REP.CLUB BELFAST

210 and long-term, with regard

That this Ard Fheis states clearly and distinctly its policy;

so that it may

2 11be made clear to the rank and file in the Republican Movement as there seems
to be confusion about this amongst members.
SEAN MAC DIARMADA, REP.CLUB
1 J~S
/

212

BELFAST

That a committee be appointed, by the incoming Ard Comhairle to rediscuss
the whole Social,and Political programme of the Movement, and its l ong
and short term policies, considering our objective is the establ "shment
of a Socialist Republic, and that our policies and strategy re l ate t o
building and educating ourselves as a revolutionary movement, and that
this committee reports its recommendations to all clubs and cumainn before the 1st April 1973, and that on discussing these recommendations,
that all comments, amendments etc., from the branches be returned t o the
co1m1ittee tiefore 1st June 1973, and that a final document be produced f or
the Movement's 197 3 Ard Fhei s f or approval.
J AMES CONNOLLY REP .CLUB
~~~~ ~
BOGSIDE, DERRY

ye -

1

That this Ard Fheis inst ~ the i ncoming Ard Comhairle to publish a
PATRICK PEARSE REP .CLUB
213 a~~ete document of the policies of Sinn Fein.
ARMAGH
That a policy document be produced indicating the most i mport ant f eature
stra tegy for a United, Socialist Ireland.
as a guide to cumainn activities and t hat a
condensed policy document be produced for public distribut i , gi vi g t he
Movement's policy on matters of national and local i mportance.
CUMANN SEAN MISTE I
(RINGSEND/SANDYMOUNT)

214ofThatthethisRepublican
Movement's
document would act

~15

A proposal was passed that the N.L.M. concept should be revi se d and a more
practical structure of organisation shoul d be formulated.
PATRICIA McKAY REP. CL~B
LO~R FALLS

25

Organisation
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,~~

~$' .

That Organisers be appointed after cons u l ta t ' on wit the mP.mbe s h1.p of an
area.
'.::OMHAIRLE ~EANNTAR
ATH CLI ATR

218

21J

That the organiser for an area be appointed after consul ta t i on wi t h t; he
membership of the area.
CL~ SE~~ RUI SEIL
ATH CLIATH
That Organisers should be appointed to act in the capaci t y of links with Ard
Oifig on a regular basis in supplying feed-back to Ard Oif ig and direction
to Cumann and above all to ensure that Cumann are function ing ful l y and
effectively in carrying out the :po li cy of the MovementCl~ JAMES CONNOLLY
WATERFORD

22a The

maximum number possible of full-time organisers be appointed .
CUMANN CS. MARKI EVICZ,
SLIGO

full-time organisers should be seen to
2 ~~ 1That
full-time organ is ers should be appointed.

be more eff i cient and

222That full time organisers be appointed for each
223 Adequate t r ansport be provided for full- t ime

a

t

mo~e

TH6MAI CLAlkE CUMANN TYRONE
region.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR-MONAGHAN

That the provincial organise rs make more frequent visits to

~uma

nn

CUMANN JAMES CONNOI, Y

TR&.tE

22j That
2~6

'

2 7

the organisers visit the clubs more often.

~~T IN

O' LEAR

REP CLU B

DERRYMACAS . CO .AP.MAGH

That the incoming Ard Com· ai rle in aupointing an organiser for an rea
should ensure t hat t he so le j b of t he organiser is to organi se his
par t iculat area and t na t no o ther job be appointed to him .
CUMANN
WOLFE TONE, BALLYMUN/ SANTR!
That Sear.. Kenny be br ught oac

as

a t i ona l Organiser.
CUMANN EAMO NN CEANNT

Dli"BLIN

221 .That an

CUMANN SEAN BERGIN
CO.TIPPERARY

t-Uachtaran should be full-time.

229Tha~

the.relationship of na Fianna Eireann to Sinn Fein shoald be properly
rat1onal1sed.
.
CUMANN SEAN SABHAT,LUIMNEACH
It is proposed that Sinn Fein seeks a greater involvement with the problems
the establishment of effective co~-

230 of_youth
and that support be given to
un1ty and youth centres.
231

CUMANN JAMES CONNOLLY
BRAY CO.WICKLOW

That in light of the 'votes at 18' referendum, that this Ard Fheis approve the
setting up of a Youth Movement by Sinn Fein for the fge group 15-17 yrs . and
that the~main emphasis in this youth movement be on political education bas ed
on Mar xist principles.
REP. CLUB U.C.G.

That Sinn Fein set up a special youth department to deal with the specific
23 2problems
of students, apprentices and young workers, and that it should be

233

part of the duty of this department, to draw up a youth policy.
CUMANN JEMMY HOPE
DUBLIN
That regional representatives on the Ard Comhairle should address meetings
of all members in his area following each Ard Comhairle meeting to inform
members of decisions made by the Ard Comhairle.
CUMANN PATRICK MORAR
ROSCOMMON
That there be more contact through Regional Councils and Executives,
the Ard Comhairle and Comhairle Cheanntair. REP.CLUB U.C.C.

234 between

235 That

the regional members of the Ard Comhairle visit the Cumainn quarterly
CUMANN J AMES CONNOLLY
TRALEE

Finance
tl
That one person be appointed in each area to handle finance for clubs.
h
~person also to take charge of U. Is and An So las or any other l oca l f l
area papers.
CUMANN HENRY MUNIOE

236

237 A pe~it be applied for all national
238 That

collectio

•

~

~

SEOIRSE PLANT,CILL COINNIGf

~X

finance be made available to eumainn/Rep. Clubs to set up premises ,
WILLIAM ORR REP . CLUB
BALLYMURPHY

Tha t a National full-time Organiser for finance gathering be appointed.
be gathe red through Ceilithe, Ballad sessions et c.
I'
s<.
COMHAI RLE CEANNTAR
LEITRIM/ROSOOMMON

23 9 These finances

Finance be dealt with more strictly by Head Office and U.I. Office •
.• J.t >Si (,
CUMANN JAMES CONNOLLY
CARLOW

2A 1No
~

fund on a national level should be established for the dependents of • ·any one particular republican; all such funds collected on a nationa l
basis should be channeled through the dependents committee, and distributed as equal as possible amongst dependents.
CUMANN PATRI CK MORAN
ROS COMMON

27________________~

Miscellaneous

vu '- r

.

That a more militant approach -(i.e
ke- er of-~blie '6U.il di ~) be
taken by Cumainn and Clubs all over the 32 Couttties, with r egar d to such
things as Criminal Courts, E.E.C., Plebisc ite etc.
SEAN SABHAT REP.CLUB
BELFAST
That more discipline be enfo r eed in the Movement regarding non attendanc e
protests etc.
CUMANN EAMONN CEANNT
DUBL.1N

243at

That the Movement should launch an effective campaiga of agita ti on wi thin
244the 26 Counties against all repr es sive legislation.
NORTH-WEST EXEC. REP. CLUB
DERRY CITY
That in the event of internment or harrassment of Republicans in t he 26 Count-

A "ies that it become official Sinn Fein policy to retaliate by the pl ac ing of

2~~pickets on the business

and hous es of members of the government party of the
day and that a statement to this effect be issued from this Ard Fhe ' s ,
CUMANN PADRAIG 0 PEARAILL
WEXFORD

That Sinn Fein initiate drawing in al l progressive forces an inten s ive
for a secular state in the South.
That the main issues in this
campa1gn are 1. The right to full family planning facilities without restr i ct ion s .
, ,., ?~, j)2. The right to avail of medical abortion.
(''C'.;(t;,
3. The right to divorce (with free legal aid).
trr1~~
4. The right to a secular education.
(f-ft<:; !312. 5. No privileges to any church or combination of churches,
N e>l1t:U<
e.g. taxes, rates exemp tion .
• That any legal discrimination aga inst homosexuals be removed.
CUMANN FRANK RYAN

246 campa~gn

That any agitationary activiti es undert aken by the Movement were ceased to
etc. 1) Fisheries campaign f e ll t hrough when SeanPKenny went t o Ameri ca;

247function

2) Ground Rent campaign fe ll through when Sheamus 0 Tuathaill was

interned.

CUMANN SEOIRSE PLANT

CILL COl

That the incoming Ard Comha irle appoin t a sub-committee to draft a pos iti e
agitation within the 26 Counties, with particular cons i deration
being given to t~~ffences against the State Act.LIAM MELLOWES REP . CLUB
0 .J
STRABANE

248 campaign of

A That before any further Na ti onal agitat. ion s are undertaken a committee be
for any specific agitation whose job would be to investigate a l l
2 9appointed
appects of the proposed question, to inform all cumann and clubs and:than
~

to direct and bring

1an ultimate conclusion the campai gn in que s t i on.
CUMANN 6LIABH RUADH
CILL CHOINNIGH

That all national campaigns undertaken by the Movement such as Fish- in camp 250aigns etc., should be brought to an ultimate conclusion, and not le ft hanging
in the air such as the Ground Rent campaign, Fish-ins etc.
That when a de ision is made to carry out any na t i onal camp a ign, a committee of 4 or 5
people should be respons1ble for org n i sing and bringing the campai gn t o its
ultimate conclusion.
C ~~ THOMAS McDONAGH
KILKENNY

That this Ard Fheis recognises the need for the movement to inteaaify its camp251aign in the basic needs of the peop le in all spheres of the struggle i.e . l and,
emp l oyment , housing etc., and to make the people aware that it is they ( the
pe.p le) and the people alone can achieve liberation and freedom and not any
elitist group - whether military or intellectual - and to rec@gnise that unless
this is done defeat for the nation and the movement is a definite fact of life
with movement members contributing from the armchair1 of intellectualism to the
well-being of the Nation.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
PORTLAI RGE
\I~ That this Ard Fheis convene a conference of all working class organisations in the Six Counties.
ARMAGH/STH.DOWN EXEC.
REP. CLUBS

't!)
/

252

\L~ That Cumainn use Nuacht Naisiunta to publicise activities with a view to
o t her cumainn.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWS
CRUMLIN/KIMMAGE A/CLIATH

2!) 3helping

~~ It is proposed that Sinn Fein launch an all-out campaign for the release
~ 54of all Political Prisoners in Ireland and the U.K.
CUMANN JAMES CONNOLLY
BRAY CO.WICKLOW .

2

)l~ That

Sinn Fein adopt a more militant protest campaign 1n an effort to secure
~~the fre edom of all pol i tical prisoners in the 32 Counties of Ireland.
CUMANN PADRAIG 0 PEARAILL
WEXFORD

6

~ ~~ That the Ard Fheis demand the abolition of the Special Courts as they are a
2~ direct violation of human rights.
CUHANN PARLE/HOGAN/CRANE. WEXFORD
Si nn Fein should mount a campaign to disband the Special Branch and expose
CUMANN SEAN McDERMOTT,
25 their activities to the public.
y (:}!.
.
PALMERSTOWN , DUBLIN

7

That the Re publ ic an Movement lead the fight aga inst pollution in all its
253forms and press for effective anti-pollution legislation to eradicate the
y( practi~e of indiscriminate dumping of industrial and natural was tage .
f 1
CUMANN MICHAEL McGRATH
WATERFORD
It is proposed that this Ard Fheis demands the repeal of Section 31 of
Broadcasting Act under which Republicans are denied the means of free
expr ess i on.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR ,WICKLOW

259 the
~

260 That mote

help be given to new clubs being formed, for example, advice on
litera t ure, leafl et s and finance.
JOE BAXTER REP.CLUB
CO. DOWN

261

That the structure of clubs in relation to the role they have to play in a
soci•l ist movement be investigated with specific reference to (a) members · n
clubs; (b) distribution of work loads in clubs; (c) relati onshi p of t he
club to all other organisations in the area.
FINTAN LALOR RE~ . CLUB
BELFAST
That as a top priority the Movement should sponsor the establi shment of a
research centre on a national basis for the purpos e of colle ting
and classifying information and data on industrial and agri cultur al investment, bo th foreign and native.
The main purpose of such a research entre
should be to centralise and streamline the information nece ssary to provide
quick action when such as strike situations arise.
COMHAI RLE CEANNTAR ,DONEGAL

262 Socialist

1) That
263Ireland;

Sinn Fein rededicates itself to the e stablishment of a socia l ist
(2) That its socialism be based on Marxist economic anal ysis.
REP. CLUB
U. C. G.

29

That the ideology of t he Movement be defined as more clearly Marxist .
U.C.D. CUMANN

264
That Sinn Fein constantly reiterate s that it is a revolutionary republ i can
265par
soc ialis t organisation, and not an aspiring social democratic parliamen ary
CUMANN SEAN RUI SE IL
ty .
ATH CLIATH
Recognising the nee d for the evolut iGnary Movement to have a progr amme of
266action as well as a corr ect t heory ; that this Ard-Fheis instruct all members to become more involved in t he ordinary day-to-day struggles of the
people and in particular r enewed emphaiis be placed on:1. Citizens Advice Bureaus;
•
2. Involvement in Trade Unions;
3. The need t o co-ordinate agitational issues on a national
level.
JAMES CONNOLLY CUMANN
ATHENRY Co.GALWAY
In order to emphasise that the Republican Movement is a Socialist Organi sation
267concerned with local Working Class issues such as unemployment, bad hous i ng
etc., we propose that the Movement drop the practice of naming clubs and cuma inn
after persons and instead adopt the name of the area ~n which the club/cumann
is based.
FINTAN LALOR REP.CLUB
BELFAST
That Sinn Fein recognises:- (1) that the fundamental contradiction in Irel and
is that between the working class and the Imperialiits; (2) that there exists
a cultural historical and economic and religious difference between the loyalist population of the North-East and the rest of the Irish working cl a ss which
prevents them from uniting against imperialism; (3) that this contradict i on
among the Irish working class is not a fundamental one from a socialist standpoint.
That Sinn Fein bases its policies on the necessity to overcome this
division.
REP . CLUB U.C.G.

268

Recognising that the Protestant working-class are the largest single obstacle
the struggle ~era Socialist Workers' Republic and ac knowledging that their
support is a necessary condi t ion in the prosecntion of that struggle, and that
the Trade Unions and Tenants ' Associations are the only trul y non-sect ar i an
workers' organisations on which unity of the vurking-class can be based · The
Republican Movement recogni s e s this as being the most important aspec t of the
struggle and consequently r e-af f irms its' prior decision to organi se within
the Trade Union Movement and pl edges total and undiluted agitati on t owar ds t his
objective.
HENRY JOY Mc CRACKEN REP . CLUB
TURF LODGE, BELFAST

269 &n

Recpgnising that the suppor t of the British working class is essent i a l to t he
of the.Irish Revolution that Sinn Fein give all possible assis t ance
to Clann na hE1reann to enable them to win the support of the Bri ti h working
class.
REP. CLUB U. C. G.

270 wuccess

271

That cumainn in 26 Counties take up a more active role than at pre sent and
that cumainn/clubs esta,tish better co-ordinatiD8 between themselves t hrough
WILLIAM ORR RE P. CLUBS
such things as exchange visits.
BALLYMURPHY

That the Clubs, particularly i n Be lfast cooperate with eac h other mo r e and ke eP
in touch, some clubs are pract ical ly strangers to each other, f or i n tance i n
272 clubs with small memb ershi p members could help each other to sell paper
on consecutive weeks and hel p each other out in various ways by comb i ning
forces.
For instance, members f r om one Area could go one week and help t he
Cumann t here and then the others help in the others' area the foll owing wee .
SEAN MAC DIARMADA REP • CLUB
BELFAST

30

Members of Clubs and Cumann 1hould be given experience in various fields
73by spending a period of time with another club elsewhere in Ireland.
A
system should be worked out so the Clubs can get in contaca with each
other easily.
SEAMUS BURNS REP.CLUB
CLONARD

2

That local sub-committees be appointed to draw up regional economic policies
for presentation to the electorate at future elections.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
274
LEI TRIM/ROSCOMMON
•
~That distri~ts for paper sales of a new Cumann be p~blished in the·~.I.when
J the cumann 18 set up.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWS
CRUMLIN/KIMRAGE A/CLIATH

27

276

That the system for selling pamphlets be improved. CUMANN MARTIN O'LEARY
CORK

That it be compulsory for every club/cumann member to be assigned to a
277specific task within the club/cumann, and that the club/cumann does not
revotve around 2/3 people.
WILLIAM ORR REP.CLUB
BALLYMURPHY
That the Comha irle Ceanntar immediately investigate any allegations as to
278 the existance of elitist groups within its area.
CUMANN SEAN RUISEIL
ATH CLIATH
That th~names of all members on Coiste Seasta or Ard Comhairle sub-comm279 ittees be publish~- internally at the time the sub-committee is set up.
CUMANN LlAM MELLOWS
CRUMLIN/KIMMAGE A/CLIATH
2 8

0 That

281

spok~amen

be appointed on housing, education, finance etc.
CUMANN THOMAS MeDONAGH
KILKENNY

That this Ard Fheis believes that attempts
ceremonies more secular.
·.t'
.,

sha~ld

be made to make republican
FINTAN LALOR REP. CLUB
BELFAST

That a case-study of a particular area be set up with a view to thus showing
282 ~constructive example of how socialism will change the lives of the people
1n the area .
FINTAN LALOR REP.CLUB
BELFAST
2 8

That more efficiency be practised all round in organising commemorations, educconferences , ·functions etc.
This to be encouraged by more a ttent ion
to detail by the l eadership of the Movement.
COMHAIREE CEANNTAR-MONAGHAN

3ational

That, as we are the Republican Movement, we drop the usage of the word
284 "Official" and resume our title as the Republican Movement of the 32
Counties.
WILLIAM ORR REP . CLUB
BALLYHURPHY
That three months prior to future Ard Fheiseanna, a programme of analysi s
285 and strategy be circulated by the Ard Comhairle for amendment and ratification at the Ard Fheis.
CUMANN FRANK RYAN
That at future Ard Fheiseanna matters relating to t act ics and strategy be
286 included in closed session.
CUMANN FRANK RYAN

•

That the Ard Fheis be held in different regions each year.
287
CUMANN PARLE/HOGAN/CRANE. WEXFORD
0 That.the Sinn Fein Ard Fheis be held in the principal city of the different
28 0 prov1nce each year.
C~~ MAURICE MOORE
co. CORK

31

That this Ard Fheis instruct members who are members of any teachers union
or students union to agitate within their union to end British Army occupatioa of schools.
FINTAN LALOR REP .CLUB
BELFAST
..
.
That the Ard Fheis instruct members who belong to the G.A.A. to put pressure
290on that organisation to agitate more strongly against British Army occupation
FINTAN LALOR REP.CLUB
of G.A.A. 1remises.
BELFAST
•
Speaking tours by leading well-known members of the Movement be organised
throughout the country.
The aim of the tours be to explain our policies
to indoor meetings in the various counties and to the local press.
That
support on these tours be accepted from people who have something to con~ibute even though they might not be members of the Movement.
CUMANN COUNTESS MARKIEVICZ
SLIGO

28 9

291

That the Movement continually fight political and aesthetic censorship on
levels.
CUMANN SEAN RIJISEIL
ATH CLIATH

292all

That Sinn Fein take legal action against any government spokesman or
links the name "Sinn Fein" with the Provisional Alliance.
CUMANN COL.LEONARD
DROGHEDA

293 Newspaper who
294

That South Kerry Comt1airle Ceanntair, strongly object to the inclusion of
master resolutions from the Ard Comhairle to the detriment of resolutions
from Cumann or Comhairle Ceanntair.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
· ,, ·
CIARRAI THEAS

29 athe Ard
~That

296

,.

all resolutions from Cumainn or Comhairle Ceanntair be discussed by
Fheis and be accepted or rejected on its merits.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAI!~
CIARRAI THEAS
That stronger discipline be introduced into the Movement to ensure that all
members are fully active.
COMHAIRLE CEANNTAR
ATH CLIATH

That the leadership should take a more active interest in the activities
297 of the Republican Movement.
CUMANN COUNTESS BRID8E MARTYR

- -.

KERRY

That resolutions coming from Cumainn .or Comhairle Ceanntair should be
taken as amendments to resolutions from an Ard
CUMANN COVIIttSS BRIDGE

293 dealt
as such and not
Comhairle.

MARTYR .

KERRY

!hat the policy of getting out the constitution after every Ard Fheis b~
299 1mplemented.
CUHANN MARTIN O'LEARY
CORK
Recongising that an Ard Fheis is the most important decision making ~ssem
bly of the Movement, that all conversations among those present be held
outside the door.
CUMANN PATRICK MORAN
ROSCOMMON
That effective Executive action be taken to extend and foster the Co-operative idea on a national level and that expert advice and finance be made
~
available for this purpose.
ARMAGH/STH.DOWN EXEC.
REP. CLUBS

.300

301

~at the role of the Co-op shops towards helping working people be recog302n1sed.and.that it should be emphasised as an effective activity for the
organ1sat1on.
CUMANN SEAN BERGIN
CO. TIPPERARY

32

the Republican Move..nt devote more time to the
303 That
ives and also more education cour1e1 1et up on them.

304
,

letting up of cooperatOWEN McGILL REP.CLUB
TYRONE

That the Republican Movement state clearly its policy re Co-ops.
CUMANN LIAM MELLOWES
NAVAN

That the Ard Fheis instruct all Cumainn and Clubs to consider in depth the
05setting up of self-employed labour, and home indusbry, and that the Republican
vement take all necessary 1teps to establish such employment.
WILLIAM ORR REP.CLUB
11
11"
BALLYMURPHY

on

Ia vlew"ef t~ fact t~t t~ •••• A. caD De l ....r cla1a te repreaeDt t~•

306t•t•re•t•

ef ~ ••11 fa~r• et lrelaiMI, tll11 Artl Flle1~ urpa all f•r•r•
1D t~ &eJ11ubl1caD .......t te M e - acUn 1a t~ 8•11 :raraer• Defeace
A.ltD COIIIA IIlLI

That a l ub-committee of the Ard Comhairle be appointed to draw up a landpolicy for the Movement.
CUMANN PATRICK MORAN
~(?
ROSCOMMON

307agricultural

Support ~e accorded to the active Farmers Defence Association by every
cumann,
1n rural areas.
CUMANN PATRICK MORAN
308
~
ROSCOMMON
That Sinn Fein should campaign against the purchase of land in Ireland by
309speculators, native and foreign alike, and especially thes e who ale the
land as holiday resorts, thereby leaving good farming land unproductive.
CUMANN JEMMY HOPE
~":;;> •
DUBLIN

33

Tha t the Republican Movement should establish more concre te r lationehips
with revolutionary movement& and governments abroad, e specially in Europe
i n view of the necessity to counter the internationali sm of imper'aliam
.
with revolutionary internationalism .
CUHANN CURRY/O'HARE
1
~r?
BLACKROCK-STILLORGAN DUBLIN

31o

LAr

That the Republican Movement develops its contacts with othe r revolutionawr
throughout the world.
WILLIAM ORR REP. CLUB

311 organisations

BALLYMURPHY

That the Republican Movement develop closer links with revo l utionary socialist
312
.(
movements throughout the world.
WOLFE TONE REP. CLUB BELFAST
That the republican movement develop( its links with revolut ionary organisthroughout the world.
BETSY GREY REP.CLUB

313 ations

BALLYMURPHY
Rec~gnieing

that Capitalism is international as exemplified by the E.E.c ••
a greater cooperation with progressive
CUMANN ROBERT EMMET ATH CLIATH

314 soc1al1st
thi~ o:gaaisation.should work towards
groups 1n Europe.

That the Republican Movement build up stronger international linka with other
315~evolutionary socialist organisations, and that fur t her efforts be made to
communicate out policies in the appropriat~ languages. FINTAN LALOR REP.CLUB
BELFAST

.

•
It is proposed that the Movement should define our present position aa
316regards working with other 'left' organisations and partie s.
CUMANN J AMES CONNOLLY
BRAY CO.WICKLOW
That Sinn Fein devote more time to attacking the policies of t he Labour
U.C. D. CUMANN

317 Jarty, with a view to winning over its rank and file.

J

Be it resolved that the Sinn Fein Movement mus t · exercise
d influence a
31Qfavourable strategy to divert the political Labour Par t y from their heresy
0 of association with the enemies of labour, in their endeavour to gain a
false political structure as a shadow of the Fine Gael Party .
CUMANN PATRICK M>RAN
ROSCOMMON
Tnat this Ard Fheis welcomes the formation of the lri ~ver~
Hovement and in particular the~ obje~ives state~ in i ts cons~itution
319 and'urtes the members of the Movem nt: to support 1t on the bas1s of
this policy.
ARD COMHAIRLE
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